Rotational motion and flexibility of Ca2+,Mg2+-dependent adenosine 5'-triphosphatase in sarcoplasmic reticulum membranes.
Ca2+,Mg2+-dependent adenosine 5'-triphosphatase (ATPase) in sarcoplasmic reticulum vesicles is labeled with the triplet probe, 5-iodoacetamidoesin. Rotational mobility of the ATPase is investigated by measuring flash-induced transient dichroism of the eosin probe. The absorption anisotropy measured 20 mus after the exciting flash is found to be small at 37 degrees C but increases considerably with decreasing temperature and upon fixation with glutaraldehyde. A purified Ca2+,Mg2+-dependent ATPase preparation partially depleted of membrane lipids exhibits similar properties. The low value of the anisotropy at 37 degrees C is due to the existence of a fast motion which in part is assigned to independent segmental motion of the protein. This internal flexibility of the ATPase may have considerable significance for the functional properties of the enzyme. At times longer than 20 mus, the anisotropy decays with a time constant which varies from approximately 90 mus at 0 degrees C to approximately 40 mus at 37 degrees C. This decay is assigned to rotation of the ATPase about an axis normal to the plane of the membrane. There is some evidence for self-aggregation of the protein at lower temperatures.